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Siberian Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, pr. 
Academicheskiy 8, 634055 Tomsk, USSR 

Abstract- The process of deformation development in a 
polycrystal with grain interaction is modelled in frames of 
flat two-dimensional elastic-plastic flow of the media with 
structure. The processes of a possible fmgnentation and a 
grain boundarg segregation influence on the plastic 
def orrnat ions development are considered. The influence of 
distribution of a work uncler non-elastic deformation on 
material structure change and average value of mechanical 
parameters determination is anallsing in the presented 
calculations of deformation of a composite material with 
damp- matrix . 

1. Method of numerical modeling. 

Let us write down the full equstion system of the elastic-plastic 
deformation of the media on a mesoscopic level according to / I /  for 
the flat flow for which: 

ii=Cu,,%,OI ; W = C O , O , w , I  . 
The deformed state is defined by 

The mass conservation law: 

Op/Ot t pill,$ = 0 , ( 1 = 1,2 ) . 
The equations of motion: 

where E , ~ ,  - Levi-Civita tensor; J - measure of rotary inertia of a 
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particle ; ii = Cwil - rotation vector of a particle; ii = Cuil - 
displacement vector, the coma means differentiation on space 
coordinates and the point means time differentiation. 
The const itut ive equations: 

*T * e * e * e 'P Here -r& = 7, = 'r,, + r2, , rkk = 0 9 according to the 
plastic incompressibility postulate, - = 0 for flat flow. 

Let us write down the energy conservation law not taklng lnto 
account a heat conduction and an internal heat generation 

p & = a  j + p  z i  
id id ij id . (5 

The system of equations (1 )+ (5) was being solved numerically by 
the finite element method, that had been modified for dynamic 
problems /2/. A plastic behaviour of the medium was described by 
reducing a stress state to the yield circle. As a,,# a,, , when the 
second invariant of the stressed state was being calculated the 
corresponding term was being taken by 1 12 (a, 2+ a, ) . 

It is possible to use the relaxation form of the constitutive 
equation (4) when solving two-dimensional problems wlth tak- 
account of structural element intersctions, but it demands using of 
fine grids because of small real relaxation times. So it is 
difficult to realize practically such using because of insufficient 
capacity of computers. This problem was discussed in details in /3/, 
the model calculations were presented. 

2. Modeling of a polycrgstalline'specimen deformation. 

For imitating of the behaviour of the polycrgstal with chaotic 
located grain8 the parameters of strong aluminum alloy D-16 were 
used. The specimen with initial configuration shown on fig.1 .a was 
extended wlth some constant rate (sufficiently large for saving 
computer time). It was considered for simplicity that the resistance 



to the plastic shear of monocrystalline grains may be characterized 
by a scalar quantity - tentative yield strength aTi. which were 
various for various grains (i - number of grain). The shear strength 
a,,, of a close to bounderg region ( is shown in fig.1 by dotted 
lines ) was taken different from the grain shear strength. Cases 
with less strong and more strong close to boundarg regions were 
examined. 

Elastic modules a, v, E appear in the constitutive equations ( 4 ) .  
Those parameters were taken of variable values in numerical 
experiments. The magnitude of a was 10% of shear module p in results 
s b m  in fig.1. The order of magnitude ( v + E ) was estimated from 
the consideration that couple-stresses p = z * l  , where 1 is a 
f-ent size, and rotations of the fmgnents are about several 
degrees but usmlly less than 10+20° according to the experiments 
141. 

a) t=0. b) t=0.15 
Flg.1. Numerical modeling of deformation of a polycrystalline 
specimen. Here t is undimensional time. 

Heterogeneities of structure are the sources of couple-stresses 
and bending-torsion appearance. That is why the through method of 
calculation is applied, in accordance with which calculation of 
rotations, bend-torsions and couple-stresses in all the calculated 
grid elements is envisaged. The heterogeneity of shear strength 
results in rotation of certain sections of calculated grid relative 
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to others, with resulting in bend-torsion and couple-stresses 
appearance. The space steps in numerical solution Ax, and Ax2 are 
the characteristic sizes in realized approach, so the inertia 
momentum J in (3) is to be determined for an elementary calculated 
cell with the characteristic size Ax,. The rotation of the hole 
grain make its appearance integrally. The medium within the p i n  
being hnmogeneoua and change of properties ( a,% of grain, a, of 
segregated fLm phases, a,,, of close to boundary regions ) taking 
place only on boundaries crossing, maximum couple-stresses and 
bend-torsion appear just on the boundaries. Such a through 
computation allows to take into account a possible fragmentation 
within a grain. 

Tlastic shears regions fom. shear bands which is shown in fig.1 
by thick lines. In our computations the shear bands were determined 
as the place with a maximum gradient of the work under plastic 
deformation for each gram separately ( as shear strength of p i n s  
are different ) In shear bands work under plastic deformation 
essentially ( several times sometimes ) increase the work in next to 
ranges. In such bands one can determine new boundaries if proper 
criterions are generated and form more fine fragments by such a way. 

In fig. 1 the results for less strength close to boundmy regions 
is presented. The concrete values of the tentative yield strength 
were : a,, = 0.1 GPa, a,,= 0.08 GPa, a,,= 0.25 GPa, aT,=0.2 GPa, 
a,,= 0.3 GPa. It was assumed that shear strength of close to 
boundary regions a,,, for each grain were 7580% of corresponding 
value of a,,. The black circles on fig.1 denote firm inclusions, 
their strength being much grater than a,,. The inclusions generated 
only small shears except the one in boundary of 1 and 4 grains. It 
is interesting that the shears in grain 1 from this inclusion and 
from a specimen bo1111darg propagate to meet each other, The joints of 
grains (1,2,5) and (2,3,5) were stress concentrators here. 

3. Modeling of composite material deformation. 

!I'h.e analogous approach has been applied to modeling of 
deformation processes of composite materials. Some ceramics with 
damplng matrix has been considered: Z r 0 2  matrix with A1,0, 
inclusions and NiTi matrix with TIC inclusions. Typical fragment of 
such ceramics structure is shown in fig.2. The strain diagram of the 
matrix is shown in fig.3, its form to be determined by the 



martensite transformation within the deformation m e .  

Fig. 2. T ical structure of T Fig. 3. A strain diagram of 
composite iTi + TIC. the material with martensite 

transformation. 

The results of elastic-plastic analysis of fragments shown in 
fig. 2 is presented in fig.4. The mark. indicates the binder zones 
with limiting value of the work done under non-elastic deformation. 

Marked cells denote the 
regions with values of 
non-elastic work W: 

- 0.75Wp < W < Wp ; 
* - 0.5Wp < W < 0.75Wp ; 
Pg - 0.25Wp < W < 0.5Wp ; 
+ - 0 < W < 0.25wp , 
where Wp is the limiting 
value of W. 

Pig. 4 Analysis of deformation of u composite material. 
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This zones determine prefracture regions and the boundaries of new 
fragments to be formed. Those values of work corresponds to a, level 
in the strain diagram ( fig.3 ) The accomanodation effects 
appearance and as the result the formation of new mesostructure is 
caused by new boundaries appearance. The analysis of structure 
frqqents deformation energy variation in the load- process allows 
us to estimate the averege value of mechanical parameters and the 
contribution of different mechanism of plastic deformation in them. 
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